BLUE MOON COUNTDOWN
The purpose of this chart is to highlight some very peculiar day counts from the Blue Moon of July 31, 2015. Blue Moons are somewhat rare and occur when there are 2 full Moons in a given month. The color of the Moon is not ‘blue’ but it has been named as such when this phenomenon occurs. The next Blue Moon won’t occur until 2018. What is very peculiar is that a
Jewish feast falls on this date. In 2015 the Blue Moon occurs on Tu B’Av. This is the minor Jewish feast equivalent to Valentine’s Day in the West. It really commemorates the taking or ‘rapturing’ of the maidens for brides by the tribe of Benjamin. This took place after a disastrous civil war in Israel that jeopardized the bloodline. It is a Biblical case of the mess that YHVH’s
People makes due to sin and how YHVH turns what was meant for evil into something good. The Blue Moon countdown involves the intelligent design of the clockwork of the celestial bodies. Indeed as Genesis declares the schedule of the Creator is encoded in the Sun, Moon and Stars. They serve as signals for Humanity and particularly for YHVH’s People. Such bodies
provide ‘signals’ that keeps prophetic time. YHVH has encoded certain clues to His Beloved of the prophetic time it is to get her ready because her work in the ‘vineyard’ is about to end. Perhaps this Tu B’Av that ‘coincides’ with the Blue Moon is but such a signal. It alludes to a signal of a countdown of when Jesus will possibly ‘rapture’ His Bride as the type conveyed by the
feast of Tu B’Av. It is also an encouragement that the Groom loves His Bride during her preparation and progress. The timeline presented will demonstrate the amazing symmetry and mathematics regarding the feast of Tu B’Av on a Blue Moon. The Blue Moon on July 31, 2015 will be exactly 44 days out from the partial solar eclipse that starts the civil New Year on Rosh
Hashanah. This occurs on September 13, 2015 and ushers in the Jewish year 5776. What is particular about this count is two-fold. On one hand the calendar dates mirror each other, July 31 and 13 of September. On a different level, the number 44 has some prophetic and occultic significance to it. The Tu B’Av Blue Moon could thus be insinuating that a political betrayal
and economic change by way of a collapse is set to occur. The name ‘Blue’ comes from the Old English word belewe, meaning to betray, because the Blue Moon ‘betrays’ the usual 1 Full Moon per month count.
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The major Pilgrimage Feasts are in approximate
phi ratio 1.618 … to the celestial eclipses and
each other. In particular, the Blue Moon is in
phi ratio to the civil New Yar of 5776 and the
end of the Gregorian year.

PSALM 44
The number 44 is referred to a ‘change’
and more precisely a business one as in a
collapse many experts say is about to occur
and with double intensity as a repeated
number exacerbates the condition. The
number 44 is associated to a ‘betrayer’.
Obama is the 44th U.S. President. The
number 44 can also be connected to Obama
and the economy as many see Obama
betraying the USA. Also if one considers the
numerical equivalency of 44 to correlate to
Psalm 44, it has an eerie connection to Tu
B’Av. The theme is of lost and restored love
and an abandonment and reconciliation as if
in a marriage covenant.
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This Blue Moon does signify a unique time marker.
Based on the prior 3 Shemitah 7-year cycles since
2001, 2008 and 2015, only on 2 occasions have there
been a Blue Moon converge with Tu B’Av.
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The Blue Moon Tu B’Av 2015 could be
signaling a betrayal, the anticipated economic reset and perhaps the building of
the 3rd Temple even as this is the context
of the month and feast. The Temple
Institute in Israel has even vowed that the
9th of Av in 2015 will be the last as they
have unveiled the blueprints for the 3rd
Temple. According to the Jewish religious
sites, the feast of Tu B’Av is considered a
‘mystery’. Such is the case now of the
Church Age .
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Tu B’Av is a day of love, rejoicing, of hope and an expectation. It
thus presents itself to usher in ‘New Horizons’ or new beginnings.
The feast has the overtone of a ‘catching of a Bride’ as it was
also customary in ancient Israel that maidens that sought a
husband would band together in the vineyards outside Jerusalem
and wait on potential Grooms to ‘rapture’ them away as a Bride.

The number 153 has prophetic and mathematical principles of a
‘birth’ that are very significant and provide clues as to how long
the Age of Grace, the Church Age is to last. Mathematically the
153 numerical coefficient alludes to the Vesica Pisces. It is
often attributed as a euphemism of the female part of reproduction and birth. Biblically it was the number of fish the
Disciples caught at the direction of Jesus after His resurrection on the shores of Galilee.
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In the past 21 years, Tu B’Av have occurred 2x on a Blue Moon. Aug 3,
2012 and on Jul 31, 2015. From August 3, 2012 to July 31, 2015 is 1092
days or 2 years, 11 months and 28 days. It is 156 weeks. This has an echo
of the 153 coefficient of prophetic fish and days remaining from the Jul 31,
2015 Blue Moon .
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The timeline presented will demonstrate the amazing symmetry and mathematics
regarding the feast of Tu B’Av on a Blue Moon. The Blue Moon on July 31, 2015
will be exactly 44 days out from the partial solar eclipse that starts the civil New
Year on Rosh Hashanah. This occurs on September 13, 2015 and ushers in the
Jewish year 5776. What is particular about this count is two-fold. On one hand the
calendar dates mirror each other, July 31 and 13 of September.
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THE END OF THE HARVEST?
What this Blue Moon countdown also will show in terms of another numerical count is that from the Tu B’Av date of July 31, 2015 there will be exactly
153 days left until the Gregorian New Year of January 1, 2016. Here again this timespan could be another signal of how the LORD is encoding that the
significance of the spiritual harvest of souls is about to end. This conjecture is based on the premise that the Disciples of Jesus caught 153 fish as a type
of ‘first-fruits’ of the Great Commission. The same Disciples, all 120 of them were the ‘first-fruit’s themselves to initiate the Church Age and the Harvest.
Conversely the 120 speaks of the 120 Jubilee cycles of prophetic time. This timeline is not insinuating that the New Year is when the Age of Grace will
end or the Rapture take place precisely but that the signals are a confirmation that it could occur sooner than most expect.
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Tu B’Av Countdown
According to Jewish religious websites, the 15th of Av is
signified numerically by the following correlation. Tet = 9,
Vav = 6; 9+6 = 15. This feast comes off a somber month
of Av and about a week after the ominous 9th of Ave that
saw the 2 prior Temple of YHVH destroyed.

THE FINAL CATCH OF THE AGE
The Blue Moon phenomenon is based on the Gregorian reckoning of the solar calendar and how the months are divided.
By having a solar based framework, some months will inevitably have 2 full moons within its count. Earth experiences 12
full moons each year, one in each month. But in some years there will be 13 full moons. The extra Moons in a given month
are called the Blue Moon. A Blue Moon occurs roughly once every 2.7 years. It is the lunar calendar that starts each
month on a New Moon. Astronomically, various Almanacs would consider a Blue Moon when it is the 4th in a season of
the year when normally only 3 should occur. The next Blue Moon based on the western Gregorian calendar to occur will
be on January 31, 2018. And there will actually be 2 blue moons that year.
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The Blue Moon Tu B’Av 2015 could be
signaling a betrayal, the anticipated economic reset and perhaps the building of
the 3rd Temple even as this is the context
of the month and feast. The Temple
Institute in Israel has even vowed that the
9th of Av in 2015 will be the last as they
have unveiled the blueprints for the 3rd
Temple. According to the Jewish religious
sites, the feast of Tu B’Av is considered a
‘mystery’. Such is the case now of the
Church Age .
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In the past 21 years, Tu B’Av have occurred 2x on a Blue Moon. Aug 3,
2012 and on Jul 31, 2015. From August 3, 2012 to July 31, 2015 is 1092
days or 2 years, 11 months and 28 days. It is 156 weeks. This has an echo
of the 153 coefficient of prophetic fish and days remaining from the Jul 31,
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The timeline presented will demonstrate the amazing symmetry and mathematics
regarding the feast of Tu B’Av on a Blue Moon. The Blue Moon on July 31, 2015
will be exactly 44 days out from the partial solar eclipse that starts the civil New
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THE END OF THE HARVEST?
What this Blue Moon countdown also will show in terms of another numerical count is that from the Tu B’Av date of July 31, 2015 there will be exactly
153 days left until the Gregorian New Year of January 1, 2016. Here again this timespan could be another signal of how the LORD is encoding that the
significance of the spiritual harvest of souls is about to end. This conjecture is based on the premise that the Disciples of Jesus caught 153 fish as a type
of ‘first-fruits’ of the Great Commission. The same Disciples, all 120 of them were the ‘first-fruit’s themselves to initiate the Church Age and the Harvest.
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